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GIMP

For your bithday I use 2 basic images 
that I combine
(1) is you pic 

(2) is the mountain

But there is more detail then 
that on the picture.

Yes there is 4 
other images we 
will see later how 
to bring them in 

the picture.



  

GIMP

We open the mountain in 
GIMP since its the underlying 

main element

How did you obtain that image

Our friend Google images. You clic on the image. 
Then right clic on the  original in your browser 

and select save image. 
I wanted nature pic with  something blue to fit 

with your own picture



  

GIMP
I always create a duplicate of 
the basic image. Its easier to 
go  back if you make mistake

I want to hide the house an most of the 
serounding . So that there is not too much detail.

I see that I have now a new 
layer on my layer tool



  

GIMP

To remove from 
the layer what we 
dont need we will 
use a very usefull 
techinic the mask. 



  

First I clic off the view of the basic layer in 
the layer tool.

Clic on the eye to remove the layer view

Yes Black is the tranparent color of the mask. 
You can correct your mistake by painting 

white or using the eraser.  

Select the mask by clic on it (the 
right portion on the layer two 
images) Now I paint in black 

what I  want to mask using the 
paint bush on the mask. Notice 
the mask is selected cause its 

white on the layer tool. 

In Black!!!



  

The cloud is the portion I am 
keeping. 

Once I am done I could  remove the mask 
and make the change permanent. 

So I just free hand paint with 
the brush till I obtain just the 

cloud. . 

In the layer menu. Mask, apply 
mask. Ok

But DONT do it just yet. 



  

Now I want to bring my new 
cloud to mask the house and 

other detail of the original 
mountaint.  

The layer tool show the order of the layers. 
The top one is above the lower one. In this 
way it mask the lower one when both are 

on. 

And how do you do that???

Oh so I clic back to get the eye on the mountain layer. 
Both eye are on so the cloud layer is on top of the mountaint layer. 

But that does not change much??? Did I did something wrong!!!

No there is no visible change cause the 
two pictures are the same. 



  

Select the move 
tool (the cross 
arrow) in the 

toolbox. Clic on the 
portion of the 

image you want to 
move. (the cloud) 

And locate it as you 
wish.

So what do we do to put the 
cloud on top of the house???

The house is 
desapearing wow!!!!

Simple we move the cloud on top of the 
house with the move tool



  

You might have to adjust your 
work of the could so it does 

nicely over the house. 

Once I am doneI have the result I like with 
the house blinded, I then can remove  the 
mask and make the change permanent. 

So I just free hand paint with 
the brush in black or the eraser 

white to get the result I like

In the layer menu. Mask, apply 
mask. Ok



  

We could add ray effect 

We create a new layer call ray. With the 
brush and white color we paint a few ray 

over the sun.  

What do we do next

How we go about that



  

Well let change the layer effect.

Actually the layer mode normal. Let 
change it soft light.

That does not show as eay too 
much

What do you mean 

Still not convincing



  

Lets apply the smudge tool

Ya lets soften the ray a bit

What the finger tool

Then lets reduce the opacity a bit with the 
layer tool.



  

Why not you, on the pic.

What do we do next

Ya sound interesting

The next thing we will do is fun. I want only 
a part of your picture. And I would like to 

make some cloud  effect around you.

So you just open as 
layer and bring my 
picture in . Simple

Ya sound interesting

I cant wait to see how 
you do that!!!

Yes but before you do that tic off 
all  the eyes on the layer tool.  

This will make everything 
desapear so we can concentrate 

on the next work.



  

Ya we will do a black mask 
instead of a white one. 

The opposit!!!

A black mask !!! Chee what does that mean.

Yes and with the brush tool we 
painted black to make the part 

that we did not want 
transparent

He he ...I cant wait to try that

Exacly. Now we will do the 
opposit since we only want a 

very small portion of you picture 
in our compostion. 

Remember when we did the 
mountain cloud we use a white 

mask. 

Well we will now paint in white to make things appear in our 
compostion...Let see on the next slide....



  

Same as before in the layer menu.

Lets add the mask.

Ya except that we choose  black instead of white layer.



  

Same as before in the layer menu.

Lets add the mask.

Ya except that we choose  black instead of white mask.



  

I dont see a thing its all transparent

Ya what we want now is make thing appear in 
the picture. So nothing there at them moment

Still I dont see what I am doing

Ok well to position the work only ( cause you will 
not see the effect you are creating) we will 

desable the mask while we work on it.

Would that be simpler 
to do as we did before 
and remove what we 

dont want with a white 
mask?

Ok well to position the work only ( cause you will 
not see the effect you are creating) we will 

disable the mask while we work on it.
Tick both edit layer mask and disable layer 

mask in the layer menu.

Well this is a tutorial 
remember!!!



  

Ok now I see my picture

Yes but not what we will be doing. So adjust the 
spay tool for a white spay.

Spray tool ,  white spray!!. 

Oh I see I clic on 
spray and clid on the 

front color rectangle to 
select the white color

There you go. Note the 
airbrush settings. 



  

What is the air brush s does?

That is the fun part of tutorial to show you stuff 
hi  hi hi...

Comic!

I dont like white on my nose.

It is just a marker. There will be no white 
paint on your nice nose :)

Well what we do now will now show up so I am 
not comic yet. Just spay your with paint on your 

nose only. 

Now go back to the layer menu and untic 
disable layer mask. 



  

I see only my nose. But its not white ah ah 
ah!

Now delicately spay around you to make 
yourself appear the way I present here. If you 
make a mistake ctrl-Z together is the undo. 



  

 Now as before with the other  mask I 
close it. From the layer menu,  Mask,  sub 

menu apply mask.

Yes and no. I am showing you the end result 
aside of your work.

Ya I am bigger and brighter??

Yes please do. 

 Do you  like my work?



  

We have to change the scale to bring you closer 
in the picture.

I use the scale tool for that and I clic on my 
small picture.  I get about same as yours 

with 2000 width. 

Ya and I see that you 
did not forget to clic 

the chain link between 
the width and the 

height so the 
propostions stay the 

same.
Just clic scale and you 

are done



  

Next we  correct the color. There is MANY 
ways to do that. This tuto will cover the one I 

like. But please do not limit youself to that one 
explore and have fun.

So what  you do?

I use level. Its a complex tool you can adjust a 
lot with it. We will keep to basic



  

First I clic on the color picker for the black. (the 
left on). Then I choose an area in your pic that I 

will consider black. 

I have selected my eyes?

Then with the right color picker 
select the white. 

My bloose is what I have choose



  

It is still a little dark. Now move the left arrow 
and the right one till you get something similar 

to our target. 

Got it like this.

Now clic back the eye of the other layer. The 
cloud and the mountain.



  

I see my picture is not correcly positionnned. I 
use the move tool and I correct that by 

cliquing on me . 

Yes move it to the corner of the pic so it fits 
nicely.



  

So what do we do next

We could try the roses. I found this pic with 
google. 

It has the lettering already done. But its only 
the upper part .

Lettering could be an other tutorial if you want. 
This one will present you how to cut the rose 

out of the background  and add the stern



  

We will have to work in detail so I zoom the 
rose like this.

Add a white mask.

Yes exacly but first clic off all the other layers 
eyes so that you are not distracted.



  

Remember to work on the mask. 

So I clic around the rose with my scissors

Yes unfortunately my screen capture those not 
render the ending clic. The scissors pointer 

change to two ring when you hoover over the 
first point. You have to close the loop by 

clicquing on the first dot for the selection to 
complete

Then it change again to 
dashed circles. Clic INSIDE 

the selection loop. 

Yes unfortunately my screen capture those not 
render the ending clic. The scissors pointer 

change to two ring when you hoover over the 
first point. You have to close the loop by 

clicquing on the first dot for the selection to 
complete

I made a mistake

Oh well if you did not clic 
inside the loop you can 

always drag a point or add 
one on the selection line and 

move it. 



  

Remember we are still working on the mask.

Yes so what we do next?

We will invert the selection and use the paint 
brush to paint black (render transparent) 

everything else then the Rose. 

That is what we did with the cloud. But hey this time I dont 
have to be carefull on how I do my painting. It never go 

over the rose.

When you are done apply your mask.



  

Now we need a stern

I will use the paintbrush to make one

Yes and change the color by using the color 
eyedrop. Chose the light area of the leaf. 



  

Now we need a stern

I will use the paintbrush to make one

Yes and change the color by using the color 
eyedrop. Chose the light area of the leaf. 

I cannot paint pass the dotte yellow line

Ya becouse that is the 
size of the rose image. 
We have to tell gimp to 

use our composition 
size.  In layer select 

layer to image size and 
now draw your stern.

Then select a darker 
portion of the leaf and 
draw a second stern 
aside of the first one. 
The effect will give 
depth to the stern. 



  

Ok we now want to have three copy and rotate 
and locate them. Clic the eye on all layer so far 

so we can see our composition.  

For the copy I can dulicate the rose layers in 
the layer menu

Yes and we will rotate them with the rotate tool. 

Ya becouse that is the 
size of the rose image. 
We have to tell gimp to 

use our composition 
size.  In layer select 

layer to image size and 
now draw your stern.

So I only have to 
rotate and locate 

each rose with the 
rotate and locate 
tool  by activating 
the corresponding 

layer



  

That is the result

Yes perfect. You can change the order of the 
roses by moving the layer. Clic on one of the 
rose layer in the layer tool and drag it down. 

See the change.



  

Well since this is a tutorial and there is many 
ways to do thing in Gimp lets try a simple copy 

paste.

You mean I simply copy  the image in my web 
browser and paste it in gimp

So I will use the transparent mask to work on 
the layer

Ya that create a foating layer for you. You see I 
have started to remove a part of the picture 

with the erasere



  

Ya and scale it down with the scale tool

So I can clean it all up with the eraser

At the end you need to anchor layer so that the 
change modification is complet. 

I note that it fix on the layer I was on when I 
copied  the image.



  

What do we do next

Why not bringing you to the moon

I am alreadyt so much in the moon these days

What do we do nextWhat do we do next



  

Gimp

● Duplicate a layer and use a transparent mask.
● Use a layer lighten effect and opacity setting.  
● Use an opac mask the move and the scale tool.
● Use image level to adjust the white and black of the 

image on a layer.
● Cut of the an image with the scissor tool.  
● Use the paint brush and the color picker.
● Use the floating layer with copy image. 

gimisa@yahoo.fr 
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